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1. SPECIFICATIONS AND FIELDS OF EMPLOYMENT 

Granular decorative wall covering in paste with a mother-
of-pearl marble effect. 
Its wonderful pearlescent gives a particular depth to the 
walls and a seductive touch, of exclusive elegance and 
refinement, which remains fully balanced and never 
intrusive. 
Good breathability, excellent water repellence, resistant 
to mould. 
It is used as a high decoration finish and furnishing in 
luxurious public and private spaces. 
MARMOPERLA is a product of great ductility, allowing 
with a single product to obtain various effects and 
solutions. 
 
 
2. COMPOSITION 

Mixed emulsion with synthetic matrix, mix of natural and 
synthetic bios table micas, limestone filler with controlled 
granulometry, organic and inorganic pigments, water 
repellent, biocide free from donor formaldehyde, other 
non-toxic additives 
 
 
3. MODALITA’ D’APPLICAZIONE  

We recommend the application on new mineral 
substrates, but it can also be applied on gypsum or by-
products, old water-based paints if strong and well 
anchored, after applying a coat of DERASOL H2O 
diluted with water in a 1 to 1 ratio, or Primer S for 
substrates difficult to adhere to (old washable paints, 
plasterboard, cellular concrete, ceramic, etc.) 
MARMORINO EFFECT 
1) Spread a layer of MARMOPERLA with a stainless 
steel float and level the support; if necessary repeat the 
procedure with another layer. 2) Spread another layer of 
MARMOPERLA taking care to obtain an absolutely 
smooth surface. As soon as the product tends to dry, 
apply small pressure to the trowel with a clean stainless 
steel trowel in order to smooth and compact the surface, 
thus obtaining a smooth and silky surface. 
Thanks to its excellent workability MARMOPERLA 
allows to obtain various decorative solutions: Travertine 

effect, Favignana effect, Horizon effect, Majolica effect, 
etc. 
 
 
4.TECHNICAL DATA 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT: 1,480 +/-5% Kg. /Lt.  
VISCOSITY’: tixotropic Paste 
DRYING to touch: 2 hours at 20°C. 
DRYING Completely: 24 hours at 20°C. 
APPLICATION TEMP: between 10°C and 30°C. 
COLOURS: From the colour chart. 
APPLICATION: Brush or Spray 
COVERAGE: 1,25 – 1,50 m²/Kg. (two coats ) 
TINTING: The colours can also be obtained through the 

tinting system 
PRESERVATION: 24 months in the intact packages 

away from temperature changes. 

HS-CODE: 32149000 

 
 
 
5.ITEM OF SPECIFICATIONS 

Decoration and protection of wall surfaces with mother-
of-pearl marmorino effect plaster, of the MARMOPERLA 
type of Spiver s.r.l. , mixed emulsion with synthetic 
matrix, limestone filler with controlled granulometry, 
organic and inorganic pigments, water repellent, biocide 
free from formaldehyde donors, other non-toxic 
additives, after suitable support treatment. Price 
including material and installation, excluding scaffolding 
per sq. M. € ...................... 
 
NB The above-mentioned data are susceptible of variations. Spiver Ltd. 
is not responsible for any negative result depending on the application of 
the product out of the Company’s control and on the agents unrelated to 
the product quality 
 


